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Atherosclerosisisadiseaseofthearterialwall, progressivelyimpairingblood
ﬂow as it spreads throughout the body. The heart attacks and strokes that
result of this condition cause more deaths than cancer in industrial coun-
tries. Angiography refers to the group of imaging techniques used through
the diagnosis, treatment planning and follow-up of atherosclerosis. In recent
years, Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) has shown promising abil-
ities to supplant conventional, invasive, X-ray-based angiography. In order
to fully beneﬁt from this modality, there is a need for more objective and
reproducible methods.
This thesis shows, in two applications, how computerized image analysis
can help deﬁne and implement these methods. First, by using segmentation
to improve visualization of blood-pool contrast enhanced (CE)-MRA, with
an additional application in coronary Computerized Tomographic Angiogra-
phy. We show that, using a limited amount of user interaction and an algo-
rithmic framework borrowed from graph theory and fuzzy logic theory, we
can simplify the display of complex 3D structures like vessels. Second, by
proposing a methodology to analyze the geometry of arteries in whole-body
CE-MRA. The vessel centreline is extracted, and geometrical properties of
this 3D curve are measured, to improve interpretation of the angiograms. It
represents a more global approach than the conventional evaluation of athe-
rosclerosis, as a ﬁrst step towards screening for vascular diseases.
We have developed the methods presented in this thesis with clinical practice
in mind. However, they have the potential to be useful to other applications
of computerized image analysis.
Keywords: Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Angiography, Comput-
erized Tomographic Angiography, blood-pool agents, segmentation, fuzzy
connectedness, fast marching, vesselness, atherosclerosis, shortest path, vas-
cular analysis, Maximum Intensity Projection, curvature, torsion
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1 Introduction
Cardio-vascular diseases are the leading cause of death in western countries.
Among them, atherosclerosis accounts for more than 70% of this mortality,
alone responsible for more deaths than cancer. Atherosclerosis is a systemic
disease of the vessel wall that evolves slowly over the years, often without
any symptomatic manifestation. Yet, when it strikes, it can be dramatic, with
plaque rupture and thrombosis causing unstable angina, myocardial infarc-
tion or sudden death. That is why it is crucial to develop methods to diagnose
and evaluate risks associated with atherogenesis.
Medical imaging has emerged in the last two decades as an essential
tool in clinical diagnosis and follow-up. As the technique evolves, the num-
ber of available modalities increases steadily, offering new ways to explore
pathologies. But the complexity of images grows along with their quantity:
three-dimensional, high-resolution datasets are becoming standard. Their
correct interpretation requires highly trained experts and advanced technical
equipment. This thesis aims at showing that this interpretation task can be
made easier by the use of computerized image analysis and proper visualiza-
tion techniques.
The datasets used in this thesis all come from emerging angiographic
modalities:
• Blood-pool contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography
• Coronary contrast-enhanced computerized tomographic angiography
• Whole-body contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography
To improve the analysis and visualization of these datasets, we use in
this thesis methods from:
• Fuzzy set theory and digital geometry
• Computer graphics
• Mathematical image analysis: partial differential equation, differential
geometry
• Scale-space theory
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on the data them-
selves. It provides the reader with an overview of the medical context behind
the image analysis projects. First with a brief introduction to atherosclerosis,
and then to the physical and clinical aspects of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) and Angiography (MRA), including ways to visualize the acquired
data. Section 3 introduces most of the mathematics behind the algorithms
used to analyze angiographic images. First, the notion of connectedness is
deﬁned for grayscale images, and we show how to use it to segment arteries
from veins. Then we introduce the shortest path problem and an algorithm2 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
to solve it in the context of vessel detection. The last part shows how the
geometry of 3D curves can be measured to detect early signs of plaque vul-
nerability. Research not only consists in the introduction of new concepts,
but also in their proper implementation [18]. Section 4 gives information
about the way the new algorithms were implemented. Section 5 offers some
views of the future, suggesting ways to improve our results and new research
tracks. In section 6, we summarize the main results of the different articles
included in this thesis.2. Background 3
2 Background
Our research has been articulated around two projects, involving different
imaging protocols and image analysis methods. This section aims at present-
ing the background knowledge necessary to understand the papers included
in this thesis.
2.1 Atherosclerosis
Diseases of the circulatory system account for nearly half of the deaths in
westerncountries. Atherosclerosisbelongstothisgroup, andwillmostlikely
be the principle cause of worldwide morbidity and mortality in the near fu-
ture [126].
As early as 1740, Krell, a German physician, described calcic structures
inside the arterial wall, which he named “bony plaque”. Lobstein, nearly
100 years later, named the disease “atherosclerosis” [55]. The word athe-
rosclerosis comes from the Greek words “athero”, meaning gruel or paste,
and “sclerosis”, meaning hardness. It is a systemic disease: it affects the
whole body. It is characterized by a local thickening of the innermost vessel
wall layer, the intima (see Fig. 1), leading to a progressive reduction of the
diameter of the arteries [3, 10, 102].
Atherosclerotic lesions, commonly called atheromas or plaque, are com-
posed of accumulated intracellular and extracellular lipids, smooth muscle
cells, and connective tissue. They can be found in any medium or large
artery, but will most likely be near bifurcations and in highly curved ves-
sels [145]. In order of frequency [86], they can be found in (see Fig. 2 and 3
for an anatomic chart of the main arteries):
• the abdominal aorta
• the coronary arteries, especially the proximal segments
• the arteries to and in the lower limbs: iliac, femoral, popliteal and
tibial arteries
• the carotid, brachial, and vertebral arteries
The formation of atherosclerotic plaque is thought to be a continuous
process, which may go on for several years without any symptoms. The de-
tailed mechanisms of atherogenesis are still uncertain, and Stary suggested
in 1994 a decomposition in eight different stages [148]. Stages 1 to 3 rep-
resent the progressive plaque buildup. They happen during childhood and
young adulthood. The intima thickens as it slowly incorporates muscle cells,
lipids and blood cells. At stages 4 and 5, the plaque is almost fully grown,
but does not yet induce any symptom. The thickening of the plaque is ac-
companied by a compensatory dilation of the vessel, called arterial remod-
eling [49, 69, 166]. This way, a relatively large plaque may exist in the4 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 1: The artery wall consists of three layers: (3) a layer of connective
tissue, the tunica adventitia; (1) a second layer of smooth muscle cells and
elastic connective tissue, the tunica media; and a third layer of endothelial
cells, the tunica intima. The central, blood containing space, is the lumen.
Fatty deposits in the intima constitute the atherosclerotic plaque (2).
© Copyright Bayer HealthCare AG, Leverkusen, Germany.2.1 Atherosclerosis 5
arterial wall without any reduction in blood ﬂow. Eventually, at stages 6 to
8, the large plaque may cause a diminished luminal diameter with conse-
quent impairment of blood ﬂow. To some extent, the body will protect itself
by forming new blood vessels around the affected area. This is called de-
veloping “collaterals”. If the ﬂow is reduced in the coronary arteries or in
the large arteries of the legs, the patient may experience pain as angina or
claudication. However, in many cases, the plaque does not give any notice
until it ruptures. The rupture induces a thrombus formation with subsequent
temporary or permanent occlusion of the vessel. In the coronary arteries, the
result is a myocardial infarction, and in the arteries of the legs acute criti-
cal ischemia. Strokes and transitory ischemic attacks of the brain are often
caused by thrombus formation on lesions in the carotid arteries.
Several risk factors have been identiﬁed [99]. Their relative importance
is still a matter of active research:
• High Low Density Lipids cholesterol level
• Hypertension
• Tobacco smoking
• Diabetes
• Obesity
• Physical inactivity
• Genetic factors
Two strategies are possible for treatment, depending on the gravity of the
disease. The medical approach includes a low-fat diet together with exercise,
to lower blood lipid levels, lose weight, and to help develop collaterals. Med-
ications are also useful: anti-platelets and anti-coagulants, to reduce the risk
ofclotformationinthevessels. Whenthediseasehasreachedacertainstage,
evaluated by clinical symptoms and the state of the vascular bed surround-
ing lesions, surgery is required to bypass or unblock the heavily stenosed
arteries. Several techniques are available, which all require, in order to plan
and evaluate the results of the procedure, a quantitative knowledge of vessel
geometry.
Aging, atherosclerosis and vessel morphology. Recently the view that
atherosclerosis only amounts to a matter of “plumbing” has been
challenged [51, 87]. The role of inﬂammation in the process of atherogene-
sis has been recognized, and plaque can be seen as the scar tissue left by the
inﬂammatory process. As such, its effects are very similar to those of aging.
It is actually often mentioned that atherosclerosis may be viewed as an ac-
celerated form of aging [41]. The effects of atherosclerosis can be observed
locally, with a luminal diameter reduction, leading to stenosis and eventually6 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 2: Schematic representation of the main arteries in the human body.2.1 Atherosclerosis 7
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Figure 3: Name of the main arteries in the human body.8 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
occlusion. But, as shown by recent research, the more global consequences
may be even more critical to identify and measure. The whole vascular sys-
tem reacts actively to the process of atherogenesis: the role of vasculature
in atherogenesis is not simply a passive housing of atherosclerotic lesions.
On the contrary, the vascular morphology evolves along with atherosclerosis
progression in a process called arterial remodeling [69, 166]. The vessel wall
gets stiffer as it loses its elasticity, and the outer arterial diameter increases
as plaque grows within the lumen. This compensatory mechanism makes
vessels longer, and thus more tortuous. With this new model, it is apparent
that we need to target the underlying atherosclerotic vascular disease process
instead of addressing the size of the lumen. The purpose of paper VI is to
suggest a set of objective measures of the morphology of the main arteries in
whole-body CE-MRA.
2.2 Data acquisition
2.2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The following sections present a brief introduction to the Magnetic Reso-
nance phenomenon, and the way images are created from the MR signal. To
get a more in-depth description of MRI, the reader is referred to [11, 38, 127]
for example, and to [54] for the authoritative reference on MRI.
History. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was discovered indepen-
dently by Bloch [13] at Stanford University, and Purcell [123] at Harvard.
MRI was known as NMR until the “nuclear” connotation became unpopular,
but both names denote the MR principle involved. In 1946, Bloch and Pur-
cell found that when certain nuclei were placed in a strong magnetic ﬁeld,
they could absorb energy in the radio-frequency range, and re-emit this en-
ergy during the transition to their original state [127]. They were awarded
the Nobel prize in physics in 1952 for their research. Spectroscopy remained
the only application for many years, and R.R. Ernst received the Nobel prize
in chemistry in 1991 for his work on NMR spectroscopy. It took 20 years
and the work by Damadian [29], Lauterbur [83] and Mansﬁeld [100], to-
gether with the introduction of the use of Fourier Transform in 1975 by
Kumar [80], to produce images from the MR phenomenon. Lauterbur and
Mansﬁeld were awarded the Nobel prize in medicine in 2003 for “their dis-
coveries concerning Magnetic Resonance Imaging”. Two other Nobel prizes
have been rewarded for research in Magnetic Resonance: in 1944 in Physics
to I. Rabi and in 2002 in Chemistry to K. Wüthrich.
Spin and precession. Some nuclei possess an intrinsic quantum property,
the spin angular momentum I. In the case of the 1H hydrogen nucleus (the2.2 Data acquisition 9
proton), it will give rise to a magnetic moment µ, which produces magnetic
interactions with its environment :
µ = γI , (2.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, uniquely deﬁned for a nuclear isotope
possessing a spin. So, a proton acts as if it were a spinning sphere of charge
and mass, with an angular momentum µ. When placed in an external mag-
netic ﬁeld B, protons experience a torque Γ, to align the moment with B:
Γ = µ × B , (2.2)
where × represents the vector cross product. Because of the angular momen-
tum, the result is a precession of the proton around B at angular frequency
ωL, the Larmor frequency:
ωL = γB . (2.3)
Only nuclei with non-zero magnetic moment can undergo NMR. Such
nuclei must have an odd number of protons or neutrons (e.g. 1H, 2H, 13C,
15N, 31P, 19F). The magnetic moments µi of the individual nuclei sum up
to M, the net magnetization vector:
M =
1
V
X
i
µi , (2.4)
where V is the total volume of the nuclei.
Excitation and relaxation. M has a component Mz along the z axis,
which is conventionally chosen to point in the direction of B, and a trans-
verse component M⊥. It is the transverse component of the magnetization
vector that can be measured, using an antenna: this is the NMR signal. By
induction, M⊥ will produce a measurable current in the antenna. Inversely,
if we generate a current in the antenna at the resonance frequency, it will
cause M⊥ to grow, as the nuclei are given energy and “tipped off” from their
equilibrium position. The angle measuring how much energy they are given
is called the ﬂip angle.
The process of sending a pulse to excite the nuclei, and to measure the
way they return to equilibrium with the same mechanism, forms the basis of
NMR. The pulse has an energy in the radio-frequency (RF) range, to obtain
resonance with the nuclei precessing at Larmor frequency. It is thus called a
RF pulse.
The relaxation of the spins after excitation are governed by two physical
processes:10 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
• spin-lattice relaxation, with time constant T1
• spin-spin relaxation, with time constant T2
The Bloch equation describes the interaction of nuclear spins with the exter-
nal magnetic ﬁeld B and their local environment:
∂M
∂t
= γM(t) × B +
M0 − Mz(t)
T1
z −
1
T2
M⊥(t) , (2.5)
whereM0 istheequilibriumsamplemagnetization, andM⊥ = [Mx,My,0].
Solving the Bloch equation with a constant B and a RF pulse of 90° ﬂip
angle gives:
Mz(t) = M0 (1 − e−t/T1)
M⊥(t) = M0 e−t/T2 .
(2.6)
This is the gradient echo experiment, the simplest MR sequence. It gives an
easy interpretation for the time constants T1 and T2. T1 is the time constant
characteristic for the return of Mz to its equilibrium value M0, and T2 de-
scribes the way the transverse magnetization M⊥ decays back to zero. These
equations explain how contrast is built from the MR signal, by showing the
link between the measured signal (Mz and M⊥) and the local properties of
tissue (T1 and T2).
MR Imaging. The process as it has been described up to now only gives
onesignalforthewhole sample.TobeabletodoMRimaging, we needaway
to localize the origin of the signal. This is done with the help of so-called
ﬁeld gradients. A ﬁeld gradient is a spatially varying magnetic ﬁeld added to
the main ﬁeld B0. The ﬁeld strength produced this way will be different for
different spatial locations, and thus the resonant frequency ωL of the nuclei
will also depend on their location:
ωL(z) = γ(B0 + zGz) . (2.7)
Applying a gradient along the z direction is called “slice selection”. If an RF
pulse is applied to the sample when the gradient is active, only a thin slice
of the volume will enter the resonant stage. The thickness of the slice will
depend on (see Fig. 4):
• the slope of the gradient along z,
• the“RFbandwidth”, thatisthespreadoftheRFpulsearounditscenter
frequency.2.2 Data acquisition 11
ω0
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RF bandwidth
∆z1
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G2
Figure 4: Slice thickness depends on gradient slope and RF bandwidth.
G represents the gradient slope, and ∆z the corresponding slice thickness.12 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Additional gradients along x and y allow for the complete spatial encod-
ing of the MR signal. In practice, thin and well-deﬁned slice excitation is
difﬁcult to achieve within system constraints and therefore spatial resolution
along the slice-select direction1 is typically less (3mm) than the in-plane
resolution (1mm). The imaging equation gives the measured signal:
S(t) =
y
ρ(x,y,z)e−i2π(xkx+yky+zkz) dxdy dz , (2.8)
where
kx(t) = γ
Z t
0
Gx(u)du ,
and ky and kz are deﬁned accordingly. The zero in the lower limit of the
integral deﬁning kx represents the time at which the gradient is switched
on. ρ(x,y,z) is the density of protons in the sample. All integration limits
are determined by the regions of non-zero spin density. Some terms of the
imaging equation will depend on the type and the order of the applied RF
pulses, the so-called imaging sequence. However, the signal is always pro-
portional to the Fourier Transform of the proton density. As can be seen from
the imaging equation 2.8, the signal is complex in the most general case. It
is acquired in the Fourier domain, usually named k-space in MRI. An in-
verse Fourier Transform is then necessary to reconstruct the image from the
MR signal. Two additional parameters are important to describe the imaging
sequence:
• TR, the time to repetition. It is the time interval between RF pulses.
• TE, the time to echo. It is the time after the excitation pulse when the
transverse magnetization is measured.
As an illustration of the effect of TR and TE, Fig. 5 shows the different kinds
of contrast MRI can provide. For a particular imaging sequence, the “spin-
echo” sequence, we have:
signal ∝ ρ(1 − e−TR/T1)e−TE/T2 . (2.9)
Therefore, the tuning of TR and TE allows the contrast to be built from
different physical properties of the tissue.
2.2.2 MR artifacts
MRIisaveryelaboratetechnique. Manythingscangowrongwhenperform-
ing an MR examination. The defects that can be seen in an image depend
on the scanner hardware, the imaging sequence, and even the subject inside
the scanner. These defects are called artifacts, and we will describe some of
them, relevant to our study, as they can be useful to understand the task at
hand.
1Usually this is the axis of the scanner, which we will refer to as the z-axis.2.2 Data acquisition 13
T1
T2
PD
not used
clinically
150
50
TE (ms)
TR (ms)
1200 3000
(a) T1-weighted (b) T2-weighted (c) PD-weighted
Figure 5: Upper row: typical values of TR and TE to build the three simplest
kinds of contrast in MRI: signal weighted by T1, T2 and Proton Density
(PD). Lower row: three axial slices of a human brain MRI scan, showing T1,
T2 and PD-weighted contrast. We can clearly see the different information
provided by the three modalities. The white disks on each side of the head
are ﬁducial markers used to align the three images. The patient has multiple
sclerosis, and lesions of the white matter can be seen as bright spots on the
T2 and PD images, and dark spots on the T1 image.14 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Noise. The noise present in the MRI image is primarily due to thermal
noises in the patient [110]. Noise present in the raw, complex MR signal
acquired in the Fourier domain presents a Gaussian distribution. But the
transformation to a magnitude image changes the Gaussian distribution of
the data to a Rician distribution [143]. Noise mainly depends on:
• voxel size
• acquisition time
• main magnetic ﬁeld intensity
At high Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR), the Rician distribution is very close
to a Gaussian. Thus the assumption of Gaussian distributed noise is sound
for the images we will work with.
Partial Volume Effect. A voxel actually contains many protons and the
signal is averaged over the whole voxel volume. When a voxel contains
more than one tissue type, the signal contribution of this voxel is a mix of the
signals from the different tissue types the voxel contains: this is the Partial
Volume Effect. It is a common property of every imaging system and cannot
stricto sensu be called an artefact. However, as it causes blurred boundaries
and signal variations within a volume, it is an important effect that has to be
taken into account by the image analysis process.
Motion artifacts. Motion can be periodic, as caused by blood ﬂow, heart
beat, or respiration; or random, as a consequence of patient movements. The
motion of the entire object during the imaging sequence generally results
in a blurring of the entire image with ghost images in the phase encoding
direction. More often, movements of a small portion of the imaged object
will result in a blurring of that small portion of the object in the image.
This type of artifact will be mostly visible around the patient’s heart. The
nature of the artifact depends on the timing of the motion with respect to the
acquisition.
Geometrical distortions. As shown in section 2.2.1, gradients are used in
MRI to provide spatial localization of the MR signal. But, unlike the ideal
case of Fig. 4 showing the gradient as a straight line, real gradients present
linearity defects. These effects get larger as voxels are further away from
the magnet’s center. The result is an error in voxel localization, that can be
observed in the image as local, non-linear distortions. Additionally, gradient
ﬁelds, which depend on the coils’ geometry, are usually speciﬁc to each MR
scanner, making these distortions even more difﬁcult to handle [81]. In the
particular case of the whole-body MRA sequence (see section 2.2.3), the size2.2 Data acquisition 15
of the Field of View (FOV) is greater than in conventional imaging, making
distortions even more apparent (see an example in Fig. 6). The purpose of
Paper III is to model these distortions using a phantom [165], to be able to
correct their effects and thus improve the quality of subsequent volumetric
quantitative measurements.
Figure 6: Geometrical distortions as they can be seen on a whole-body MRA
volume. Vessels in the distal portion of the ﬁeld of view are curved towards
the image axis.
2.2.3 Magnetic Resonance Angiography
The ﬁrst angiographic experiment dates back from early 1896 [56], just a
few months after Roentgen discovered X-rays (see Fig. 7). Vessel visual-
ization examinations entered clinical practice with the invention of Digital
Subtraction Angiography (DSA) in the 1970s [79], which has become and
still remains the gold standard for vascular studies. In DSA, a catheter is
used to inject a radio-opaque contrast agent directly into the arteries. The
catheterization is an intervention presenting the risk of severe complications.
Moreover, the contrast medium, containing iodine, can cause serious side ef-
fects, such as allergy-like reactions or renal failure. See Fig. 8 for an example
of a DSA image.
Ultrasound (US) [119], Computed Tomographic Angiography (CTA),
and the more recent variant of DSA, 3D rotational angiography [141], are
other techniques used to image vascular territories. Table 1 summarizes the
main characteristics of the most widely available angiography modalities.
As an alternative, MRA offers a procedure that is safe for the patient, with
good spatial resolution, even if not matching that of DSA, and inherent 3D
acquisition.
ThereexistthreemajortechniquestoperformangiographywithMRI[76]:
• Time of Flight (TOF) [167]. It uses the fact that, as blood is circulating
even during the acquisition, its magnetization properties differ from
thesurrounding, non-movingtissue. Foroptimalconditions, theimage
plane has to be oriented perpendicular to the main ﬂow.16 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 7: The very ﬁrst angiographic image, 1896. E. Haschek and O. Lin-
denthal used bismuth, lead, and barium salts as contrast medium to perform
the ﬁrst X-Ray angiogram, using an amputated hand.
Figure 8: Example of a DSA image of the carotid artery, branching into the
internal and external carotids. A stenosis can clearly be identiﬁed.2.2 Data acquisition 17
• Phase Contrast (PC) [163]. This technique is based on the linear re-
lationship between the phase of moving spins and their velocity. The
MR signal is directly related to blood ﬂow velocity.
• Contrast-Enhanced (CE) [21, 28, 90, 101]. Like in DSA, contrast
agents have been developed to be used in MRA. They are injected
intravenously and reduce the T1 relaxation time of the surrounding
blood, making vessels appear brighter on T1-weighted images. Often
based on Gadolinium, they stay in the vascular bed for only a short pe-
riod of time (minutes). It is important to note that, unlike DSA, MRA
shows the effect of the contrast agent on proton relaxation around con-
trast molecules, and does not show the contrast agent itself. By timing
the injection so that the contrast medium reaches the vessels of inter-
est during image acquisition, it is possible to achieve exclusive arterial
enhancement [33, 121]. The total volume of injected contrast medium
is called the bolus, and the synchronization of injection and scan time
is called bolus chase.
Flow-based techniques, like TOF-MRA and PC-MRA are of limited practi-
cal use. They require long acquisition times, and the quality of the images
depend on the orientation of vessels and blood ﬂow patterns. In addition, the
size of the FOV is limited, and many parameters have to be set in order to
obtain optimal results. CE-MRA is therefore the preferred technique in most
vascular areas.
Blood-pool contrast agents. A new family of contrast agents has been
developed recently [67, 82, 170], which are currently in the last phase of
clinical trial, meaning that they are still only used on patients for research
purposes. Rather than diffusing quickly through the vessel wall, Blood-Pool
(BP) contrast agents remain intravascular much longer than conventional
contrast agents (typically more than an hour). They can thus be used to
produce images of the vascular structure during steady state, that is, when
the whole vascular tree is ﬁlled with contrast. This presents both advantages
and drawbacks:
, It allows for longer acquisition times, and signiﬁcantly improves the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). It also allows new kinds of imaging tech-
niques (e.g. whole-body imaging, perfusion studies in ischemic tis-
sues, or studies of vascular modiﬁcations around and inside tumors).
/ Arteries and veins are enhanced simultaneously. Since the two vessel
types often run close to each other, they produce very intricate datasets
that are difﬁcult to interpret (see Fig. 9).18 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Table 1: Comparison of CE-MRA and other contrast based techniques [106]
CE-MRA CTA DSA US
Signal magnetic
pulse
X-Ray X-Ray sound
wave
Contrast e.g.
Gadolin-
ium
iodine
based
iodine
based
bubbles
Injection intra-
venous
intra-
venous
intra-
arterial
intra-
venous
Radiations risks none (?) large signiﬁcant none
Other risks contrast
agent
contrast
agent
bleeding,
embolism,
contrast
agent,
infection
small
Resolution low
(1mm)
high high (0.2-
0.6mm)
low
Remarks contra-
indications:
metallic
implants
bed-side
Figure 9: Maximum Intensity Projections (MIP) of a typical blood pool
angiography data set, showing the vessels of the head and neck. Three MIPs
are presented, with varying angles around the y (head to feet) axis: -45°, 0°
and 45°.2.3 Visualization of angiographic images 19
In the diagnosis of atherosclerosis, arteries are the main objects of in-
terest. The datasets produced by BP-CE-MRA have thus raised a problem,
arteries-veins separation, which can be solved by, for example, using image
processing techniques [14, 84, 103, 161, 162, 174]. The purpose of paper I
is semi-automatic arteries-veins separation.
Whole-body CE-MRA. The systemic distribution of atherosclerosis re-
quires the use of techniques which can assess the arterial system as exhaus-
tively as possible. We describe here a technique for a whole-body MR angio-
graphic examination of the atherosclerotic patient (see Fig. 10). This proto-
col was used to produce data for the studies of papers III to VI [52, 62, 130].
All imaging was performed on a 1.5T Gyroscan NT (Philips Medical
Systems, Best, the Netherlands) using MobiTrack software, the standard
body coil and a specially built table top extender (see Fig. 11). A low-
molecular Gadolinium-chelate was injected at a rate of 0.6ml/s for 67s,
yielding a total volume of 40ml. Breath holding was performed for the up-
per segment of the body, covering the carotid arteries and the thoracic aorta,
as well as for the next segment, covering the abdominal aorta, renal arteries
and aortic bifurcation. This is necessary to reduce motion artifacts caused
by respiration to minimum. The sequence was a 3D RF-spoiled gradient
echo with TR/TE/ﬂip angle=2.6/1.0/30°. The matrix was 512 × 512 (pixel
spacing 0.78mm) and the FOV was 400 × 400mm2 with thirty 4mm thick
partitions, zero-ﬁlled and interpolated to 60 partitions of 2mm by the scan-
ner. This gives us rather big images, as the total size of a data volume for
one patient is: 4 subvolumes × 5122 in-plane pixels × 60 slices × 2 bytes
of data by voxel = 120MB of raw data. An overlap of 3cm between each
station gave a maximum total length of coverage of 171cm. The scan time
for each station was 17s. Including table top movements and instructions for
breath-holding, the total scan time was 87s. The most crucial parameter is
timing: if the image is acquired too early after contrast injection, the vessels
will not be visible, due to poor contrast ﬁlling. If, conversely, the operator
waits too long before the acquisition, veins will be enhanced and will over-
lap arteries. The timing quality is one of the limiting factors for successful
image analysis of MRA data.
2.3 Visualization of angiographic images
Because of the increasing size and complexity of medical datasets, it has
become crucial to choose the right method to visualize 3D images on 2D
screens. There exist many methods (see [66] for a review, and [70] for more
in-depth details). This section brieﬂy presents the ones that are useful to
visualize angiographic data in a clinical setting.20 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 10: Example of a whole-body data set. The image is a concatenation
of MIPs of the four sub-volumes produced by the imaging protocol. The four
stations are, from top to down: supra-aortic arteries and thoracic aorta; ab-
dominal aorta, renal arteries and iliac arteries; femoral and popliteal arteries;
tibial and peroneal arteries, continued at varied length below the ankle.2.3 Visualization of angiographic images 21
Figure 11: Setup for a whole-body MRA examination. Patients are posi-
tioned supine (on their back), feet ﬁrst. Their arms are raised on each side
of their head, to avoid fold-over. Prior to the whole-body acquisition, a test
scan is performed, to optimize the timing of contrast agent injection. During
the acquisition, the table moves between the four stations.
2.3.1 Rendering of 3D data
Volume visualization aims at presenting 3D data on a 2D screen. Four vol-
ume visualization techniques have proven useful over the years for clinical
angiographic practice [9]: Multi-Planar Reconstruction (MPR), Maximum
Intensity Projection (MIP), Surface Rendering (SR) and Volume Rendering
(VR).
Multi-Planar Reconstruction. This is a complicated term for a very sim-
ple method. From a 3D volume, 2D slices are shown on the screen. These
slices are the intersections of the volume by planes, either orthogonal to the
original acquisition frame, or oriented arbitrarily. In the latter case, inter-
polation of the original data is needed to produce the grayscale values of
the intersected pixels. As MPR displays the original, possibly interpolated,
graylevel values, it is always the visualization method that is the reference in
case of doubt. It is also possible to display the intersection of the data volume
with any surface [63, 122]: the technique is called Curved Planar Reforma-
tion (CPR). It is particularly useful in the context of angiography, where the
intersecting surface can be chosen to include the centerline of the vessel of
interest, thus showing a cut of the vessel lumen along the vessel course (see
Fig. 12, from [64]). Pushed even further, the technique can produce visual22 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
renderings of the lumen of a whole arterial tree in one image [65].
MIP. MaximumIntensityProjectionisthemostcommonvisualizationtech-
nique aside from MPR. It shows, in a given direction, the maximum gray-
scale value along a ray that is shot in that direction intercepting the volume.
When the direction does not coincide with the original volume frame, inter-
polation is needed to produce grayscale values along the ray. This makes
it a rather expensive technique in terms of processing time. A consider-
able amount of research has been done to make it faster [108, 152, 178],
using either dedicated hardware or smarter algorithms. A vast amount of
enhancements of the MIP have also been proposed, as thin-slab, thick-slab,
depth-coded MIP or local MIP [134]. MIP has the following advantages and
drawbacks:
, Itlookslikeaconventional, X-Rayangiogram. Thisisanon-negligible
asset, as it allows experienced radiologists to interpret MIP images
without additional training.
, The distribution of graylevels in the MIP is close to the one observed
from the original volume.
, It is adapted to angiography, where the objects of interest are bright.
/ The resemblance between MIPs and DSA might also be seen like a
drawback, as the way grayscale values are integrated along the ray is
not the same as for densitometric projections like DSA. In DSA, the
displayed grayscale reﬂects the attenuation of the light source as it tra-
verses the body, measures as the integral of the absorption function
along the ray. In a MIP, information from only one voxel is displayed.
A lack of knowledge from the physical process can lead to misinter-
pretation of the images.
/ The depth information is lost on static MIPs.
/ The vessel diameter is overestimated [5, 137].
/ The Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) is decreased.
For all these reasons, it is recommended not to use static MIPs, but to
gather MIPs from different projection angles. This can be done either by
pre-computing MIPs for a given set of angles, or using a reasonably powerful
workstation, displaying real-time dynamic MIP rendering with a free angle
projection. See Fig. 13(a) for an example of MIP.
Surface Rendering. The principle of surface rendering is as follows. First
the objects of interest must be identiﬁed in the slice images by segmenta-
tion. This is usually done by thresholding, resulting in a binary volume.
The boundary of the binary volume is then approximated by a set of poly-2.3 Visualization of angiographic images 23
Figure 12: curved MPR of a CTA data set, for which the intersecting surface
follows the main arteries of the peripheral vasculature. Reproduced with
permission from [64].24 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
(a) MIP (b) Surface rendering
(c) Volume rendering
Figure 13: MIP, surface and volume rendering of the same data set.2.3 Visualization of angiographic images 25
gons. The most popular method to approximate the binary boundary is the
Marching Cube Algorithm [97]. Virtual light is sent towards the object and
is reﬂected on the facets, using a model of the interaction of the light ray and
the surface. For the perception of the three-dimensional structure it is helpful
if the viewpoint is dynamically moved. This is easily done in real time, due
to the simpliﬁcation in the data brought about by the polygon modeling step.
See Fig. 13(b) for an example of surface rendering.
Volume Rendering. Volume rendering does not require any preliminary
segmentation step. Each voxel is mapped via a transfer function to optical
quantities such as color and opacity. Then a ray is sent from each pixel in the
image plane through the volume data. As it passes the volume, each voxel it
encounters may contribute to the pixel value, depending on its intensity and
depending on the opacity of all voxels closer to the image plane. In the end,
a pixel’s intensity integrates contributions from many voxels along the ray.
In nearly all applications, some part of this process involves the ﬁrst order
differential structure of the ﬁeld: the gradient. More recently, higher order
differential operators have been proposed [72, 136]. See Fig. 13(c) for an
example of volume rendering.
2.3.2 Haptic rendering
When it comes to 3D visualization, the way the operator interacts with data is
also important. The usual input devices that are available on any workstation
are the mouse and keyboard. They are not adapted to the manipulation of 3D
objects.
Haptic rendering with a PHANTOM input device is a possible candi-
date to provide better 3D interaction capabilities. It provides six degrees of
freedom (3 rotations and 3 translations) together with a haptic feedback. It
also provides three degrees of freedom for the haptic feedback, which is the
output of the system (a 3D force vector). Figure 14 shows the setup of a
haptic platform used to segment angiographic data in paper III. It is able to
render angiographic volumes in real-time, which means 20Hz for the stereo
display, and 1kHz for the haptic feedback.26 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 14: The haptic desktop display. The PHANTOM device, a stylus that
allows interaction with 6 degrees of freedom (3 rotations and 3 translations),
is positioned beneath a semi-transparent mirror. The graphics are projected
through the mirror to obtain co-location of graphics and haptics.3. Vascular image analysis 27
3 Vascular image analysis
The purpose of this section is to provide some background information about
the image analysis methods used throughout the different applications in
this thesis. For more thorough reviews on the analysis of vascular images,
see [19, 40, 153, 154].
Themethodswillbedescribedinthreedimensions, asthiscorrespondsto
the data we have been working with. We will refer to our datasets as images,
independently of their dimensionality, but most often they will be 3D. We
call a scene a mapping f : R3 −→ R,x = (x,y,z) 7→ f(x,y,z). An image
is an estimate of a scene, discretized and quantized on a ﬁnite grid [43]. It is
represented by a 3D array of numbers f = {f[ix,iy,iz]}ik=1,...,Nk, provided
the grid is a regular mesh. Nx, Ny and Nz are the dimensions of the image
along the x, y and z directions. We will not assume an isotropic grid, unless
stated otherwise. As is often the case with medical 3D data, most of the
volumes we deal with have a resolution that is higher in-plane than between
slices (see section 2.2.3 for the MRA case). A voxel v is denoted by its
coordinates (x,y,z) and a grayscale value f(v) in 3D. Each voxel has 26
“direct”neighborsina3×3×3neighborhood: 6sharingaface, 12sharingan
edge, and 8 sharing a vertex. This 26-neighborhood deﬁnes the connectivity
that will be used in the following (if not stated otherwise).
3.1 Grayscale connectedness
As mentioned in section 2.2.3, and as illustrated in Fig. 9, datasets produced
with Blood Pool CE-MRA are very complex. In this section, we give the
theoretical background necessary to introduce the segmentation method de-
scribed in papers I and II, used to simplify the display of Blood Pool CE-
MRA images.
As early as 1979, Rosenfeld suggested a generalization of the concept of
connectedness to grayscale images [128]. In binary images, two voxels are
connected, if they belong to the same connected component [50]. By anal-
ogy, it is possible to deﬁne a “degree of connectedness” that is an expression
of the “hanging-togetherness” of two voxels within an image [158]. The
concept was theoretically extended by Udupa in [113, 132], and found many
applications to segmentation [31, 32, 112, 159]. The variant we present here
is, to some extent, a simpliﬁcation of the more general framework of Udupa,
but its fast algorithmic implementation is original. It borrows ideas from
the distance transform computation method called “chamfering” [15, 30]. In
addition, it is also interesting to notice that this raster scan technique (also
called “sweeping”), has found recent applications in the numerical resolution
of Hamilton-Jacobi equations [104, 156, 168], which is a problem related to28 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
our work on Fast Marching (see section 3.2).
3.1.1 Deﬁnition
In a binary volume, two voxels are connected to each other if they belong
to the same connected component, that is, if they are both, e.g., white, and
there is a path joining them consisting only of white voxels. This concept can
be generalized to grayscale images, yielding a “degree of connectedness”,
which values are not restricted to 0 and 1.
Let N(v) denote the 26-neighborhood of a given voxel v. A path ρ
joining two voxels v and v0 is a sequence of distinct points wi :
v = w0,w1,...wn−1,wn = v0 ,
such that for each i,0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,wi+1 ∈ N(wi). Following Rosen-
feld’s terminology [128, 129], the strength of a path (with respect to f) is the
minimum of the intensity values of its constituents, i.e.
Sf(ρ) = min
wi∈ρf(wi) . (3.1)
The degree of connectedness between two voxels v and v0 is deﬁned as the
maximum of the strengths among all possible paths joining v and v0:
Cf(v,v0) = max
ρ(v,v0)
Sf(ρ) . (3.2)
Note that, for any voxel v, Cf(v,v) = f(v).
Now let s be a ﬁxed starting point, a so-called seed voxel, and S a set of
seed voxels (not necessarily contiguous), deﬁning a seed region. We deﬁne,
for any voxel v in the 3D image,
C(S,v) = max
s∈S
C(s,v) . (3.3)
That is, the degree of connectedness between a voxel and a region is the
maximum of the connectedness values for all the voxels in that region.
A rather serious limitation of this deﬁnition of connectedness is that it is
only able to segment bright objects from each other. This comes from the
fact that the strength of the path, in (3.1), is deﬁned using only the intensity
values. There are two possible generalizations of this:
• Instead of using the grayscale values from the original images to de-
ﬁne grayscale connectedness, Udupa uses a dedicated afﬁnity func-
tion [158]. This function measures the degree of resemblance between
two voxels in the image. It is the most general formulation.3.1 Grayscale connectedness 29
• Dellepiane [31] uses a relative and normalized version of the gray
scale, in order to treat bright and dark objects equally.
However, the formulation of (3.1) is adequate to solve the problems de-
scribed in papers I and II where bright objects have to be segmented from
each other.
3.1.2 Algorithm
The “natural” way to compute the connectedness value for all voxels in the
image would require ﬁnding all possible paths between all pairs of voxels.
It is a computationally very demanding task, known as the “all-pairs short-
est path problem”. A possible solution, described in [26], has running time
O(n3) and uses a data structure of size n2, where n is the number of voxels.
These are rather drastic requirements when dealing with large images. How-
ever, considering the following observation, the whole computation is not
necessary: if, for a voxel v, the values C(S,w) are known for all neighbors
w ∈ N(v), then the degree of connectedness C(S,v) is the greatest con-
nectedness value among the neighborhood of v, as long as it does not exceed
the graylevel value of v, g(v). This can be written:
C(S,v) = min{f(v); max
w∈N(v)
C(S,w)} . (3.4)
This is a recursive deﬁnition of grayscale connectedness. It allows us to
compute a 3D image in which each voxel has as its intensity the degree
of connectedness to one given seed region: the “connectedness map”. To
achieve our goal of segmentation using the connectedness maps, we must
compute as many connectedness maps as we have seed regions. Each voxel
will then be assigned to the seed region it has the highest connectedness to.
Computingseveralconnectednessmapsisunpractical, andcanbeavoided
by the use of an additional image that we call the label map. The segmen-
tation process is equivalent to the propagation of label values from the seed
points, using an algorithm that can be summarized by the pseudo-code in
Algorithm 1, p. 49.
The computation scheme is based on a chamfer algorithm, similar to
the one used to compute distance transforms [16]. The image is processed
sequentially forward, from voxel (1,1,1) to voxel (xmax,ymax,zmax), and
backward, then forward again, etc, until a stopping criterion is met. The
criteria available in our implementation are the number of forward-backward
iterations and the number of changes in the connectedness map between two
iterations. During each iteration, computations are performed considering
only a reduced neighborhood, as can be seen in Fig. 15.
The procedure is similar to the well-known region growing
technique [177], such as the “magic wand” of most image processing pro-30 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 15: Neighborhood of the 13 previously visited voxels for a backward
scan.
grams. But the usual formulation uses a similarity criterion based on the
grayscale value to propagate [142]. Grayscale connectedness, using the con-
nectedness value along a path as a propagation criterion, includes additional,
topological, information. Additionally, the notion of competing seeds of
different colors may provide a solution to the standard “leakage” behavior
of region growing. See Fig. 16 for an illustration of the color propagation
process, and Section 6.1 for some results.
3.2 Fast marching
In this section, we describe an algorithm that is used in papers V and VI
to identify vessels of interest in whole-body angiograms. Our approach is
to formulate the problem in terms of ﬁnding the shortest path, according to
some metric, between two points in the MRA volume.
Finding the shortest path between two points in a given domain is a prob-
lem that arises, for example, in the context of differential geometry, where
the shortest path is called a geodesic in the domain. Algorithms to compute
this path have been studied within the ﬁeld of graph theory. The simplest
form of the problem is to consider the input domain as a ﬁnite graph, where
weights are assigned to every arc linking two vertices. A shortest path be-
tween two vertices in the graph is the one with the lowest cumulative cost
amongalladmissiblepaths. Themostpopularalgorithmtocomputethispath
is due to Dijkstra [36]. It solves a rather general form of the problem: to ﬁnd
the shortest path between a starting point and any other point in the domain.
A more efﬁcient variant is the so-called A* algorithm, which ﬁnds the short-
est path between a starting point and an end point within a reduced search
space. Both these algorithms extend the more basic method of breadth-ﬁrst
search, which is also useful in Image Analysis [144].
The common problem of graph-based approaches is that they suffer from
a digitization bias [157], also called metrication error [25]. This means that3.2 Fast marching 31
grayscale
nb of pixels
image histogram
Figure 16: Illustration of the concept of grayscale connectedness. Three
possible paths between two pixels in a synthetic image are represented. The
graylevel values are also plotted against the pixels forming the path, in a so-
called proﬁle plot. The grayscale connectedness is the maximum grayscale
value among all possible paths of the minimum along each path. In this
example, grayscale connectedness will thus favor label propagation along
the red path, as its minimum value is higher than for the blue or green paths.32 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
the resulting path does not get closer to the euclidian path as the grid gets
ﬁner, a property also denoted as multigrid convergence [23]. The root of the
problem is that on a graph, the set of allowed directions of motion is dis-
cretized very coarsely: only four directions are allowed. The motivation to
choose a method that computes a path which is closer to the “ideal”, euclid-
ian path is exempliﬁed in Fig. 17, adapted from Thomas Deschamps’ PhD
thesis [34].
Figure 17: Comparison of shortest paths computed using Fast Marching
and the Dijkstra algorithm. The image represents cells as viewed by a micro-
scope. The values of the cost function are inversely proportional to grayscale
imagevalues. ThelightpathistheFastMarchingpath, whereasthedarkpath
is found using Dijkstra’s algorithm. One can clearly see that Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm is less prone to use diagonal steps, thus leading to different, longer
paths. This comes from the fact that the Dijkstra algorithm implicitly uses
the L1-norm to compute distances between pixels, whereas fast marching
uses the more correct L2, Euclidean norm.
The more recent emergence of minimum-cost path problems in the con-
text of Image Analysis has brought the idea that they could be considered as
the discretization of an underlying continuous problem. Let F be a positive
function deﬁned in R3: the cost function. Given points A and B, we wish
to ﬁnd the path Γ that minimizes the cumulative cost in going from A to B.
That is, if γ(s) is the arc length parametrization of Γ, we wish to minimize
the integral
Z B=γ(L)
A=γ(0)
F(γ(s))ds , (3.5)
where L is the length of Γ. We deﬁne a function u(x) that is the minimum3.2 Fast marching 33
cost to go from A to any x ∈ R3
u(x) = min
γ
Z x
A
F(γ(s))ds . (3.6)
The level set u(x) = c is the set of points that can be reached with the same
minimum cost c. The level sets form closed surfaces in R3, perpendicular to
minimum cost paths. By studying the evolution of these level sets, we can
formulate a dual interpretation of the problem in terms of front propagation.
The level sets of u grow away from A (as F is always positive), at a speed
that depends on the values of F. This formulation is actually more general,
and is the starting point of Level Set methods [4, 140]. With this formulation,
the value of u can be interpreted as an “arrival time” of the front, and the cost
function as a speed term of the front.
Differentiating the expression foru, we see that∇u(x) = F(x)n, where
n is a unit vector, normal to the level set at x. Then u satisﬁes the following
boundary condition problem, known as the eikonal equation:
(
k∇u(x)k = F(x)
u(A) = 0
. (3.7)
Once we have solved 3.7 for u, we can ﬁnd the minimum cost path by fol-
lowing ∇u from B back to A. That is, we solve
Xt = ∇u, X(0) = B , (3.8)
until we reach A. This is called back-propagation (see Fig. 18). Equation
(3.8) is an ordinary differential equation, that can be solved in an efﬁcient
and correct way using a gradient following method, such as the Runge-Kutta
method [120].
In 1995, Tsitsiklis and Sethian independently introduced an efﬁcient
method to compute discrete solutions to the eikonal equation (3.7) [4, 157],
based on upwind schemes to approximate the gradient, and a Dijkstra-like
algorithm. These two components will be described in more detail in the
following two sections.
3.2.1 Gradient approximation
The classical gradient approximations, using for example centered differ-
ences, are not suited to solve (3.7), and produce instabilities in the solu-
tions [140, pp. 41–43]. More advanced approximation schemes are needed,
like the ones developed to compute solutions of a more general class of Par-
tial Differential Equations: the static Hamilton-Jacobi equation [115]. The34 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
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(a) Shortest path
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(b) Back propagation
Figure 18: (a) Example of a shortest path computation. The image is divided
into two subparts. The left half of the cost image (not shown here) has con-
stant value of 100, and the right half a constant value of 200. It is then “more
costly” to travel in the right half. The graylevel disks represent the points of
equal arrival time when starting from point A. The shortest path joining B to
A is always perpendicular to the isophotes in the “arrival time” image shown
here. This image actually allows to compute the shortest path between any
point in the image and the start point A. (b) Back propagation from the end
point B to the start point A, by following the gradient of the fast marching
result.3.2 Fast marching 35
ﬁrst-order discretization scheme we use is [138, 139]
k∇u(x,y,z)k
2 ' max(D−xu,−D+xu,0)2
+ max(D−yu,−D+yu,0)2
+ max(D−zu,−D+zu,0)2 ,
(3.9)
where
D−xu =
ui,j,k − ui−1,j,k
∆x
and D+xu =
ui+1,j,k − ui,j,k
∆x
.
The quotients D−y, D+y, D−z and D+z are deﬁned similarly. The denomi-
nators ∆x, ∆y and ∆z are the voxel size along each direction.
3.2.2 Algorithm
The Fast marching algorithm provides a solution to (3.7) in O(n logn) op-
erations, where n is the number of voxels in the image. The three main
characteristics of this algorithm are the following:
Causality. Byfullyrewriting(3.7)withthegradientapproximationof(3.9),
we have
F(x,y,z) = max(
ui,j,k − ui−1,j,k
∆x
,
ui,j,k − ui+1,j,k
∆x
,0)2
+ max(
ui,j,k − ui,j−1,k
∆y
,
ui,j,k − ui,j+1,k
∆y
,0)2
+ max(
ui,j,k − ui,j,k−1
∆z
,
ui,j,k − ui,j,k+1
∆z
,0)2 .
(3.10)
We see from the previous expression that ui will not depend on ui−1 or
ui+1 if ui−1 > ui or ui+1 > ui. In other words, the value of u at one
grid point will only depend on neighbors that have a smaller u value. Using
this property, the algorithm steps the solution outwards from the boundary
condition.
Narrow band. Following the propagating front interpretation, the algo-
rithm starts from the points deﬁned by the boundary condition. In our case
of shortest path problem, the boundary condition is actually expressed at the
starting point. As the front propagates outwards, only the front points and
their neighbors need to be accounted for at one given step. The narrow band
is the set formed by these points (see Fig. 19). By solving ( 3.10), we ﬁnd36 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
the arrival time for a front point. This updating of u only happens once for
each voxel, yielding an optimally effective algorithm. This means that all
points inside the contour deﬁned by the narrow band have been updated and
their u value is not to be changed. The key lies in the selection of which grid
point in the narrow band to update. The causality condition tells us that it is
the point with the smallest u value.
Accepted
Narrow band
Far
Figure 19: The front during fast marching propagation. The set of “ac-
cepted” voxels have been included in the computation and will not be visited
again. The “narrow band” voxels are candidates to be included in the next
iteration. The “far” voxels are ignored for the next iteration.
Priority Queue. In order to efﬁciently manipulate the grid points con-
tained in the narrow band, we build a priority queue, implemented as a
min-heap structure2. The complexity of min-heap insertions and removal
is O(logn), and O(1) for min-value extraction. The overall complexity of
the fast marching algorithm is O(n logn), making it very efﬁcient, even on
large datasets.
For more details about the implementation, see Section 4 and [34, 71,
89]. Figure 20 shows the result of a fast marching run on a 2D MIP of a 3D
MRA data set from papers V and VI.
2A heap is a complete binary tree. Its top node, the root, contains the lowest value in the
tree [26].3.2 Fast marching 37
Figure 20: Example of applying fast marching to a 2D MIP image of a
whole-body angiogram. The cost function is the one used in paper V. The
image is a surface rendering of arrival time values, shown here as the altitude
at each 2D point. The algorithm ensures that it is possible to slide back
from any point in the image back to the start point, which in this case was
placed at the branching of the abdominal aorta and the common iliac arteries.
The rendering was produced using Paraview (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, NY,
USA).38 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
3.2.3 Cost function
Cost function design is an essential step for the success of the fast marching
procedure. The desired properties for a cost function are as follows:
• Low cost values in regions where the path should be.
• Highcostvaluesinregionswherethereisnoreasonthepathshouldbe.
It should not be set to inﬁnity though, because it can be useful for the
path to be able to go through high cost areas (e.g. in case of stenosis,
the path between the two disconnected branches of the stenosed vessel
jumps through the ﬂow void).
• Inﬁnite cost values at “obstacles”, that is objects we deﬁnitely want
the path to stay away from.
Examples of cost functions can be found in papers V and VI.
3.3 Vessel enhancement
In Contrast-Enhanced MR Angiography, the objects of interest are blood
vessels, andinparticularthearteries. Theyarecylindricobjects, withbrighter
intensity than the background, due to the presence of contrast medium. One
of the steps to detect arteries involves enhancement of these structures, while
removing other objects, like for example kidneys. Detection and enhance-
ment of 3D cylindrical objects has been an active research ﬁeld in the last
decade [6, 7, 48, 75, 77, 78, 89, 133]. The methods described in this section
emerge from research in:
Differential geometry. Differential geometry is the description of shape
through derivatives. Image features can be described in terms of a
combination of local derivatives of the 3D grayscale image [44, 155].
In addition to that, it is desirable that these differential descriptions of
shape are invariant to orthonormal transformations3.
Scale space theory. In scale space theory, images are interpreted as obser-
vations of an inﬁnitely smooth function (the scene), measured by a
device with a given aperture [73, 92, 155, 172]. This theory elegantly
solves the problem of discrete differentiation as will be seen in sec-
tion 3.3.1. Extracting features by using differential operators is con-
sidered as a measurement [42]. The aperture of the measuring device
is the scale at which the object is observed. The feature only have
meaning for this particular scale. Gaussian scale-space theory gives
3As they are compositions of translations and rotations, these transformations leave angles
and distances unchanged. They are represented by orthonormal matrices, for which R
T = R
and kRk = 1.3.3 Vessel enhancement 39
us tools to compute these features and, more important, study them
over scale.
3.3.1 The Hessian matrix
A real 3D function can be approximated around a given point x0, using the
Taylor approximation:
f(x0+d) = f(x0)+dT·∇f(x0)+
1
2
dT·Hf(x0)·d+O(kdk3) , (3.11)
where ∇ is the gradient operator, d is a small perturbation vector of R3, and
Hf is the so-called Hessian matrix, containing the partial derivatives of f.
Hf = ∇(∇f) =


 
 
 
 

∂2f
∂x2
∂2f
∂x∂y
∂2f
∂x∂z
∂2f
∂x∂y
∂2f
∂y2
∂2f
∂y∂z
∂2f
∂x∂z
∂2f
∂y∂z
∂2f
∂z2


 
 
 
 

=

 
 

fxx fxy fxz
fxy fyy fyz
fxz fyz fzz

 
 

.
(3.12)
Equation(3.11)describesthelocalimagestructureuptothesecondorder
in terms of derivatives. The gradient determines the best linear approxima-
tion around a point, and the Hessian the best quadratic approximation. The
Hessian can also be seen as the ﬁrst order variation of the gradient:
∇f(x0 + d) ' ∇f(x0) + Hf(x0) · d . (3.13)
The Hessian tells us how the gradient vector changes as a function of dis-
placements away from the point at which it is measured. Those displace-
ments and the resulting gradient changes are both vectors in 3D. More on
the local structure can be found for example in [53]. One interesting prop-
erty is that the Hessian can be used to calculate the second derivative of f
along any direction:
fvv = vT · Hf · v , (3.14)
To further study the structure of the Hessian matrix, its eigenvalues and its
associated eigenvectors are computed. This can be done at each point, and it
isequivalenttoa3Drotationofthecoordinatesystematthatpoint, sothatthe
Hessian expressed in the local coordinates is diagonal. As Hf is symmetric
and real, the diagonalization is always possible. This new coordinate system
is called the second order gauge coordinates. We then have an orthogonal40 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
matrix R such that
RT · Hf · R =



λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


 . (3.15)
We will use the convention |λ1| 6 |λ2| 6 |λ3| in the following. The eigen-
values of H are invariant to orthonormal transformations, and thus constitute
a good set of descriptors for the second order local structure of an image.
Extracting the derivatives of a scene f from the image is an ill-posed
problem [42]. This means that an arbitrarily small local perturbation of a
function f at a point of its domain can cause an arbitrarily high error in
the computation of the partial derivatives of f at that point. But differentia-
tion can be achieved in a well-posed manner by convoluting the image with
Gaussian derivative kernels Gσ [155]. This way, the derivatives are only
relevant when computed at a given scale σ. For example:
∂f
∂x
' Gx,σ ∗ f =
∂Gσ
∂x
∗ f , (3.16)
where
Gσ(x) =
1
(2πσ2)D/2e−kxk2/2σ2
, (3.17)
and D is the dimensionality of the image, usually D = 3 in our case. The
Taylor approximation then becomes:
f(x0+d;σ) = f(x0)+dT·∇f(x0;σ)+
1
2
dT·Hf(x0;σ)·d+O(kdk3) .
(3.18)
3.3.2 Ridges
The common language deﬁnition of a ridge is “a top or upper part, espe-
cially when long and narrow”. Ridges are an intuitively simple concept but
their mathematical deﬁnition is not well agreed upon. There has been many
attempts to give this concept a mathematical deﬁnition that can be used in
image analysis. A full review of this topic is outside the scope of this thesis,
and we will refer the reader to the works by Eberly [37, 37], Lindeberg [93],
Koenderink [74] and Lopez [95, 96] for different approaches to the notion
of ridge. We focus on methods using classiﬁcation techniques applied to the
Hessian eigenvalues and realize that, in 3D, a ridge is characterized by:

 
 
λ1 ' 0
|λ1|  |λ2| and |λ1|  |λ3|
λ2 ' λ3
. (3.19)
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• The smallest eigenvalue is almost zero: there exists a direction, de-
termined by the corresponding eigenvector, along which the second
derivative is close to zero.
• The derivatives are signiﬁcantly non-zero in the plane perpendicular
to this direction.
• They are moreover similar, which means the local structure of the im-
age shows a high degree of symmetry in this plane. This is desirable to
detect vessels, as results have indicated that most of the luminal cross-
section of stenosed coronary vessels are circular or elliptical [17].
Krissian [78] showed with an analytic model of a vessel that, using the
λi, we could build a ﬁlter whose response is maximal at the center of the
vessel, and smoothly decreases towards the boundary. We will next describe
one such ﬁlter, that was used to identify vessels in paper VI.
3.3.3 The vesselness ﬁlter
The idea of using the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix to detect locally
cylindrical structures in 3D was ﬁrst reported in [58, 75, 98, 133]. From this
work, Frangi [45, 48] developed a “vesselness ﬁlter”, which is a measure of
how close to a bright cylinder the neighborhood around a given point is. It
has become a well-accepted descriptor for vessel objects [35, 57, 161, 174].
It is deﬁned as
V(x;σ) =
(
0 if λ2 < 0 or λ3 < 0
(1 − e−R2
A/2α2
)e−R2
B/2β2
(1 − e−S2/2c2
) otherwise,
(3.20)
where
RA =
|λ2|
|λ3|
cross-sectional asymmetry,
RB =
|λ1|
p
|λ2λ3|
blobness,
S =
sX
j
λ2
j degree of image structure (Fröbenius norm),
and λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the three eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, ordered
so that |λ1| 6 |λ2| 6 |λ3|. One can easily see that (3.20) actually gives
high values for eigenvalue triples corresponding to the ridge criteria given
in (3.19). Figure 21 shows an example of vesselness computation. As the42 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
vesselness value is computed at a given scale, it corresponds to the action of
“probing” the volume with a “cylinder detector” for a given cylinder diame-
ter.
Figure 21: Vesselness results from a 3D MRA data set. The left image is
a MIP of the original volume. The right image is a MIP of the vesselness
volume, ﬁrst along the scale direction, and then along the front-to-back di-
rection. A branching region is magniﬁed to show that, being a discriminant
function based on second degree differential operators, it does not emphasize
bifurcations, which are third degree structures.
For the ﬁlter to be really useful, it has to be computed across a range
of different scales, corresponding to the objects present in the image. Two
parameters have to be chosen with care:
• The upper and lower bounds of σ. Their selection is important because
not every scale is relevant. The upper bound σmax determines the re-
gion of capture of the vessel detector and is set equal to the maximum
vessel radius we want to detect. The lower bound σmin is set to one, so
that it corresponds to structures of size comparable to the voxel size.
• The step size while sampling along the scale direction. A straight-
forward linear sampling is not appropriate because this might lead to
aliasing at ﬁne scales and over-sampling at coarse levels of scale. The
scale dimension should be sampled exponentially [44, 91]. We usually
choose powers of 2: σ ∈ {σmin = 1,2,4,8,16,32 = σmax}.
This study of the whole set of vesselness responses forms a 4D data set,
that we used in paper VI to detect vessel centerlines, following the approach3.4 Measurement of vessels 43
described in [171]. In order to be able to compare the vesselness values
across scales, we need to use normalized derivatives [92, 94]. That is:
∂f
∂x
= σ Gx,σ ∗ f (3.21)
and
∂2f
∂x2 = σ2 Gxx,σ ∗ f . (3.22)
This is to compensate for the averaging effect of Gaussian convolution
withlargescalekernels. WeusedthenotationGxx,σ forthesecondderivative
relative to x of the Gaussian kernel of (3.17).
3.4 Measurement of vessels
We mentioned in section 2.1 that a quantitative knowledge of vascular mor-
phology is important for the diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of athero-
sclerosis. So far, the focus has been on measuring the degree of stenosis,
that is the degree to which luminal diameter is reduced. It is an important
clinical measurement used to evaluate the opportunity of surgical treatment.
Similarly, in some cases of vascular aneurysms4, the largest cross-sectional
area determines the potential need for surgical intervention.
In clinical practice, stenoses are still measured either directly on ﬁlm
with a caliper, or on a computer screen, using more or less advanced “mea-
suring tools”. Although measurements of stenosis based on visual estimates
or caliper determinations from angiograms are useful, they are not precise,
as noted already in 1976 by Zir [176]. Manual measurements also suffer
from poor reproducibility. Two large scale clinical trials have suggested a
standardized measure of stenosis: the North American Symptomatic Carotid
Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET [1]) and the European Carotid Surgery Trial
(ECST [2]). They are schematically represented in Fig. 22.
Effortshavealsobeendonetowardstheautomaticquantiﬁcationofsteno-
sis, using image analysis [22, 47, 59, 68, 160, 169, 173]. However, it has
been shown that plaque vulnerability, that is its tendency to rupture and
thereby cause a potentially acute event, is not well predicted by a lowered
vessel area [116]. The reasons are:
• Outward remodeling: the vessel wall responds to ﬂow variations by
increasing its outer diameter.
• Plaque constitution and geometry may be more important than lumen
size [124, 151].
4An aneurysm is a bulge (dilation) in the wall of an artery. The bulge usually occurs in a
weak area of the artery’s wall. The pressure of blood inside the artery forces the weak area to
balloon outward.44 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
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Figure 22: The two stenosis measurement methods that have been shown by
large-scale clinical trials to be relevant: left, the NASCET measure, where
RL is the residual lumen diameter and DD is the diameter distant to the
stenosis; right, the ECST measure, where NL is the normal lumen diameter
estimated at the stenosis location.
This means that more global measures of vessel morphology can be of inter-
est. Description of such measures and ways to practically implement them
are the purpose of paper VI. We propose indexes measuring the geometry of
the vessel centerline, modeled as a 3D curve.
3.4.1 Measures along the central axis
The methods described in section 3.2 and 3.3 have given us a line represen-
tation of the main branches of the arterial tree. It is a graph consisting of
vessel centerlines of the main arteries, and a set of nodes at the junction of
the centerlines. A 3D curve (see Fig. 23) C in R3 is fully characterized by its
curvature and torsion. Given a parametrization of C, where each point of C
is identiﬁed by its coordinate vector r(t), the curvature κ(t) and the torsion
τ(t) are deﬁned as
κ(t) =
k˙ r × ¨ rk
k˙ rk3 and τ(t) =
˙ r · (¨ r ×
...
r)
k˙ r × ¨ rk
, (3.23)
where ˙ r,¨ r,
...
r represent the derivatives of r with respect to the parameter t.
κ and τ can be geometrically interpreted as follows:
curvature. Curvature is the amount by which a curve deviates from being
a straight line. The circle which shares the same tangent as the curve
at a given point is called the osculating circle. The curvature is then3.4 Measurement of vessels 45
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Figure 23: The 3D path. It is represented as a 3D curve on the left, and,
on the right, as the x, y, and z values of r plotted against the arc length
parameter.
κ = 1/R, where R is the radius of the osculating circle. The larger the
curvature, the smaller the osculating circle, and therefore the faster the
curve is turning. A circle of radius R obviously has constant curvature
1/R, while a straight line has curvature zero.
torsion. The torsion of a curve measures how sharply it is twisting. Tor-
sion is related to the amount of helicoidal deformity in the centerline
(and especially to the pitch of that helix). It measures the amount of
deviation of the curve from a single plane, and is thus a measure of
planarity. The torsion is zero for a circle, zero for a straight line, and
is maximum for a circular helix whose pitch is the same as the radius
of its basic circle. Another interpretation is that τ measures the rate at
which the osculating plane changes direction.
The derivatives of r are computed using 1D Gaussian derivative kernels,
similarly to the differentiation method used in 3D to compute the Hessian.46 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
The variance of the derivative kernel determines the degree of regularization.
We chose a variance of 3 for our computations. Spatial anisotropy is han-
dled by using a higher variance along the z-direction. Coeurjolly recently
suggested a discrete method to compute curvature [24], but there does not
exist, as far as we know, an equivalent algorithm to compute torsion.4. Implementation 47
4 Implementation
The difﬁculty of mathematical image processing lies in applying methods
that have originally been derived for continuous spaces (e.g. differential
geometry) to images, that are discrete in essence. The purpose of this section
is to describe how the actual work is done, taking into account the discrete
nature of the data we work with.
All methods described in this thesis have been implemented as plugins to
ImageJ [125]. ImageJ is a public domain package written in Java, originally
designed for biological image analysis, mainly microscopy. In this section,
we will give a more practical description of the developed algorithms, and
also describe how we implemented the interaction between users and angio-
graphic data. The following plugins, among others, have been developed and
are freely available from the author:
• Grayscale connectedness and its seeding interface
• Fast marching on anisotropic grids in 2D to 4D
• An interface to place seed points in a MIP
• Vesselness ﬁlter
We chose ImageJ because it is a lightweight but very powerful image
application. It is highly portable, as it is written in Java, and can thus be
used on many combinations of hardware and operating systems. In addition,
its speed of execution makes ImageJ very competitive in comparison with
C++ based image analysis libraries. Last but not least, the fact that ImageJ
is a public domain program gives us, at no cost, access to a whole set of
imaging functions and to a programming community willing to exchange
their knowledge.
4.1 Grayscale connectedness
The computation of grayscale connectedness, as described in section 3.1,
requires the user to provide a set of seed points. These seeds are the start-
ing point of a region growing-like procedure. They represent anatomical
knowledge from the expert, and are crucial for the success of grayscale con-
nectedness segmentation.
4.1.1 User interface
In paper V, we introduced a method to place seed points in a 3D volume by
using, in parallel, a MIP and the original volume. Using the interface shown
in Fig. 24, the operator can place seed points in the MIP or in the original
volume. Seed points will show up in both windows, as the relocation from
2D to 3D (MIP to MPR) is performed automatically.48 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Depending on the complexity of the data set and the number of differ-
ent objects one wants to individualize, interaction times range from 5 to 15
minutes for a whole 3D volume.
Figure 24: Interface to place seed points in the MIP, as described in paper II.
The left window shows the MIP with the different seed regions, and the right
window shows the original volume as a MPR. The user is able to paint in
both windows, as the program relocates seed voxels between windows.
4.1.2 Algorithm
The algorithm is described p. 49. As grayscale connectedness is an iterative
process, it is not possible to give a reliable estimate of the computational
complexity of this algorithm. However, the experience showed that 10 to 50
iterations were usually enough to achieve good segmentation results. This
corresponds to computation times ranging from 2 to 15 minutes on a com-
mercial PC.
4.2 Fast marching
Fast marching is an algorithm we used in papers V and VI to ﬁnd a curve
within the artery joining two given points. It solves the “one source, multiple
destinations” shortest path problem, given a positive cost function (see sec-
tion 3.2). The algorithm we implemented is detailed by algorithms 2 and 3.
It actually is a more general version of fast marching than what is usually
described, as we do not assume isotropic sampling of the cost function. It
makes the updating procedure of algorithm 3 slightly more complicated, but4.2 Fast marching 49
Algorithm 1: The grayscale connectedness algorithm in 3D
Input: input image, I with grayscale function fI
label image colorI (with n seeded regions Sj)
output image, O with grayscale function fO
label image colorO (both initialized to 0)
foreach v ∈ Sj,0 < j ≤ n do
fO(v) = fI(v)
colorO(v) = colorI(v)
repeat
for v = (1,1,1) to (xmax,ymax,zmax) ,v / ∈ Sj do
Find wmax ∈ N +(v) such that fO(wmax) = max
w∈N+(v)
(fO(w))
if fO(wmax) > fO(v) then
fO(v) = min{fI(v);fO(wmax)}
colorO(v) = colorO(wmax)
for v = (xmax,ymax,zmax) to (1,1,1) ,v / ∈ Sj do
Find wmax ∈ N −(v) such that fO(wmax) = max
w∈N−(v)
(fO(w))
if fO(wmax) > fO(v) then
fO(v) = min{fI(v);fO(wmax)}
colorO(vO) = colorO(wmax)
until nb of changes in O ≤ MinNbChanges50 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
more adapted to the problems we want to solve. The necessity of implement-
ing this particular version of fast marching has two reasons:
• Our datasets are large. The volumes we work with are 384×512×60
in size, with a voxel size of 0.8 × 0.8 × 2. A proper use of the usual
implementation of fast marching would require a resampling of our
volume to 384 × 512 × 150. If a 32-bits version of a given volume is
to be kept in memory, it would represent 112MB instead of the non-
resampled 45MB.
• Weworkinfourdimensions. Weusefastmarchingin4D=3D+scale-
space in paper VI. The hypervolumes are 384 × 512 × 60 × 7 × 32b,
which represents 315MB of input data only. Adding the size of the
output image and the algorithm’s data structures, it clearly becomes
difﬁcult to handle for a commercial PC.
We used the freely available library JDSL to implement the min-heap
data structure of the narrow band.
The updating procedure of the fast marching algorithm consists in solv-
ing (3.10), that is, ﬁnding the largest possible solution to the following qua-
dratic equation:

ui,j,k − ux
∆x
2
+

ui,j,k − uy
∆y
2
+

ui,j,k − uz
∆z
2
= F2 , (4.1)
where 
  
  
ux = min(ui−1,j,k,ui+1,j,k)
uy = min(ui,j−1,k,ui,j+1,k)
uz = min(ui,j,k−1,ui,j,k+1) .
(4.2)
Fast marching is used to compute the “arrival time map”, given a cost
function and a pair of start and end points. Its computation time depends
highly on the discriminant power shown by the cost function. Using a cost
function based on vesselness values, fast marching ﬁnds within a few sec-
onds the shortest path between two vessel points across a 384 × 512 × 60
image.
4.3 Vesselness
The results from the vesselness ﬁlter were used in paper VI to build the cost
function used as input to fast marching. As described in section 3.3, comput-
ing vesselness requires the computation of second-order derivatives, using
the Gaussian scale-space framework, and the computation of eigenvalues of
a 3×3 matrix at each voxel. We used E. Meijering’s plugins to ImageJ [105]
to implement all derivative computations, and the JAMA matrix package4.3 Vesselness 51
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code describing the Fast Marching main
loop.
input : a list of seed points, and a cost image F
output: an image u of arrival time values
// Initialization
foreach v ∈ F do
if v ∈ list then
u (v) = 0
label (v) = TRIAL
else
u (v) = ∞
label (v) = FAR
// Main loop
while narrowBand is empty do
voxel = getMin (narrowBand)
neighbors = listNeighbors(voxel)
foreach nVoxel ∈ neighbors do
newU = computeNewU (nVoxel)
if label (nVoxel) = FAR then
changeLabel(nVoxel, TRIAL)
u ( neVoxel ) = min ( u ( nVoxel ), newU )
insert (narrowBand, newU, nVoxel)
if label (nVoxel) = TRIAL then
u ( nVoxel ) = min ( u ( nVoxel ), newU )
replace (narrowBand, newU, nVoxel)
remove (narrowBand, voxel)52 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Algorithm 3: Pseudo-code describing the Fast Marching updating
procedure ComputeNewU. It is inspired from [34]. The algorithm
is valid for volumes with non-isotropic spatial resolutions. Note
that the implementation is more verbose, as the elegant simpliﬁca-
tions suggested in [71] or [104] cannot be applied.
// Initialization
Compute ux,uy, and uz (see (4.2))
Sort and put them into an array a such that u3 > u2 > u1
Sort the ∆x,∆y,∆z accordingly into ∆1,2,3
Delta (EQ3): discriminant of 
u−u1
∆1
2
+

u−u2
∆2
2
+

u−u3
∆3
2
= F2 (EQ3)
if Delta (EQ3) > 0 then
possible_u = largestRoot(EQ3)
if possible_u > u3 then
// u depends on 3 neighbor directions
return possible_u
else
GOTO Case2
else
Case2
Delta (EQ2): discriminant of 
u−u1
∆1
2
+

u−u2
∆2
2
= F2 (EQ2)
if Delta (EQ2) > 0 then
possible_u = largestRoot(EQ2)
if possible_u > u2 then
// u depends on 2 neighbor dir.
return possible_u
else
Case1
// u depends on 1 neighbor dir.
return u1 + ∆1F
else
GOTO Case14.3 Vesselness 53
for eigenvalues computation. The detailed description of discrete Gaussian
scale-space implementation is not given here, but it should be noted that a
correct solution to the problem is not straightforward (see for example Lin-
deberg’s book on the subject [92]).
For a 384 × 512 × 60 volume, and using anisotropic Gaussian kernel
sizes to reﬂect the spatial anisotropy of the input volume, computation of
the vesselness ﬁlters takes around 3min per scale on a PC with a 3GHz
processor and 2GB of RAM. That means that in our experiments, where the
vesselness was computed at 6 scales, the computation time for one whole-
body data set was about 80minutes.54 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
5 Conclusions and future research
With the exception of an incursion in the realms of CT imaging in paper II,
this thesis aims at providing tools to make better use of information in MRA
images. Two projects, centered on two imaging protocols, constitute this
thesis. We will discuss them separately.
5.1 Arteries-veins separation in BP-CE-MRA
We have proposed a method that helps radiologists visualize complex 3D
structures like vessel trees, by separating arteries and veins in BP-CE-MRA.
It uses user interaction, grayscale connectedness and maximum intensity
projections. The algorithms are simple to implement, have low memory
requirements, and converge quickly towards the solution. Moreover, con-
current grayscale connectedness provides a complete segmentation of the
volume in only one pass. Yet, it does not completely solve the problem of
“leakage” between arteries and veins at locations where contrast is poor be-
tween vessels. This is actually a limitation in the resolution of the imaging
procedure, and can only efﬁciently be solved by model-based techniques [8,
46, 161]. Another limitation is the rather long interaction time required, still
above the threshold that would make the method clinically useful. This can
be addressed by automatically detecting features (e.g. vesselness) to identify
the seed points, and with better interaction capabilities, as shown in paper III.
The rather simplistic deﬁnition of connectedness is also a drawback, but it
can be generalized [31, 32, 132, 158] to be applicable to other segmentation
tasks [117, 164]. To date, the most successful application of computerized
image analysis to solve the same kind of problems use a combination of fea-
ture detection, vessel models and level set techniques [161]. As the Blood-
Pool agents are getting closer to entering the market, those techniques still
need to improve to reach clinical acceptance.
5.2 Whole-body CE-MRA
The systemic nature of atherosclerosis calls for an imaging technique that
offers full body coverage within an acceptable time. The downside is that the
amount of data becomes difﬁcult to handle, as does the task of understanding
its 3D structure. We showed that user interaction, in cooperation with image
analysis, could provide a hint of an answer to the question: “is this patient
at risk of an atherosclerosis-related event?”. A more argued answer to this
question needs further clinical investigations.
The whole-body MRA protocol is relatively recent, and there is room
left for improvement [20, 85]. Concerning vessel detection, there are still
theoretical questions that need to be answered, like the detection and proper5.3 Future work 55
handling of vessel branches. This work is closely related to research on
medialness computation [107, 118] and grayscale skeletons [27, 175].
5.3 Future work
Much work has been done since the ﬁrst reports on automated vessel analy-
sis [12, 109, 114, 131, 149]. However, a signiﬁcant amount of research is
still needed for these methods to be clinically useful. Advances are needed
on the medical imaging front (MI), and on the image analysis front (IA):
MI MR imaging offers the extended possibility to study the inner struc-
ture of tissues. There is a tendency towards exploring the composition
and local structure of atherosclerotic plaque to measure its vulnerabil-
ity [39, 124]. Functional plaque imaging allows to relate local mech-
anisms to more global measures like the ones we suggest, for a better
understanding of atherosclerosis pathophysiology.
IA Some recent work on resolution of Hamilton-Jacobi equations showed
thatsweepingalgorithmsmayoutperformqueue-basedalgorithms[156,
168]. This means that the way we use grayscale connectedness would
beanefﬁcientalgorithmtohandlemoregeneraldeﬁnitionsofconnect-
edness, like the fuzzy connectedness framework described by
Udupa[112, 132, 158]. FuzzyConnectednessisapowerful, all-purpose
segmentation algorithm, that makes few assumptions about the data. It
may beneﬁt from an attractive property of the chamfer algorithm: its
low memory requirements. Despite the growing availability of com-
puting power, memory is always a concern when manipulating large
medical datasets.
IA The vesselness ﬁlter introduced by Frangi identiﬁes cylinder-like local
neighborhoods with a discriminant function of the Hessian’s eigenval-
ues. It is possible to generalize this approach, as suggested recently by
Lillholm [88], by feeding the whole set of derivatives up to a given or-
der to a classiﬁcation algorithm. There is however a great deal of work
to be done on the choice of the classiﬁer, the possible normalization
between the different features, or the way scale should be handled.
IA From our work on centerline detection in whole-body angiograms, we
feel that the next step in analyzing the 3D structure of the vascular tree
is segmentation. This way, more descriptors of the vessel wall geome-
try could be gathered and compared to other, more conventional, clin-
ical tests (e.g. biochemical markers). The geometric approach could
also be compared with more local analysis of stenoses (see section 3.4
for references).
The task is far from trivial: the main obstacles are resolution and gray-
scale normalization of MR images. Whole-body MR images are still56 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
quite poorly resolved, and not adequate to measure small objects like
peripheral arteries [60, 135]. In addition, in MR imaging, voxel inten-
sities of similar tissues are not comparable between scanners, not even
between patients imaged by the same scanner, and not even within a
single image. This is due to hardware-induced and patient-induced
variations in the measured signal. It is even more apparent in angiog-
raphy, where voxel intensities are proportional to the concentration of
contrast medium. This makes the use of simple segmentation methods
like thresholding impossible. That is why successful attempts to seg-
ment MR images rely on a careful combination of low-level operators
and model-based techniques [61].
With a proper segmentation of whole-body angiograms, it would be
possible to measure for example local defects in concavity [111] or
surface roughness [146, 147] to obtain an estimate of the global plaque
burden [150].
It seems that our research has led to more questions than answers. But
some may argue that this is the purpose of research.
5.4 Conclusion
The use of automated image analysis methods as a clinical tool, that is, used
everyday by a physician with little knowledge of image analysis, is only at
its early dawn. There is a didactic work that needs to be done, to explain the
advantages and limitations of computerized image analysis. It is also impor-
tant to work on the interface: it should be easy to interact with and should
display the needed information. That way, our work will help improve the
quality of diagnostic. Better analysis and better visualization, for a better
understanding.6. Summary of the included papers 57
6 Summary of the included papers
This section presents the content of each of the enclosed papers, giving an
more detailed presentation than the abstract. It also includes the main results,
giving an overview of the achieved work.
6.1 Papers I and II: Grayscale Connectedness Segmentation in
MRA and CTA
In the ﬁrst two papers, we studied the feasibility of using the grayscale con-
nectedness algorithm to enhance visualization of two recently introduced
imaging techniques:
• Blood-pool agent CE-MRA. The new contrast agents stay in the blood
stream for a longer period of time, compared to the Gadolinium com-
pounds. This allows longer acquisition times, and consequently better
resolution, also leads to better venal enhancement. For a better un-
derstanding of these images, arteries and veins can be visualized sep-
arately from each other.
• Coronary CTA. High resolution is the ﬁrst requirement to produce
useful images of the coronary arteries. CTA offers this possibility,
together with a procedure that is potentially less hazardous for the
patient than conventional angiography. Segmentation allows to use
Maximum Intensity Projections to visualize these datasets, producing
images similar to invasive angiography. Moreover, a separate rendi-
tion of the different branches of the coronary arteries would help a
radiologist to better study them.
The complex datasets (see Fig. 25 for MRA and Fig. 26 for CTA) are very
difﬁcult to interpret with conventional rendering methods, and a segmenta-
tion step preliminary to visualization may help understand the 3D structure
of the data.
The proposed algorithm uses the grayscale degree of connectedness as
a tool to ﬁnd the zone surrounding each vessel, in order to split the orig-
inal volume into its different vessel components. In contrast to traditional
segmentation methods, no grayscale information is lost in the process. Seed
points of different colors are placed in the different objects of interest that
need to be separated from each other. The interface allows placing these
seed points either in the original volume, or in the MIP, or in both simultane-
ously. The algorithm then uses the deﬁned seed points to partition the initial
volume into a chosen number of Regions of Interest (ROI). Finally, visual-
ization is achieved by MIP, Surface Rendering, or Volume Rendering. Some
examples of the achieved results are presented in Fig. 25 for BP-CE-MRA
and Fig. 26 for coronary CTA. In both cases, the segmentation step improves58 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
(a) (b)
Figure 25: A MRA dataset using blood pool agent as contrast medium.
(a) MIP of the original volume, showing the arteries, veins, bladder and soft
tissues. (b) MIP of the segmented arteries and some remaining soft tissues.
the visibility of the clinically relevant structures by subdividing them or re-
moving unwanted objects. The interaction times necessary to produce results
of high quality are around 30min for each data set. Computation times for
the GC segmentation lie around 5 to 10min. These feasibility studies show
that complex datasets can be visualized efﬁciently by adding an additional
segmentation step. The time needed to perform this segmentation is not
yet clinically tractable. However, the use of more advanced user interaction
techniques (see paper III) and feature detection (as the vesselness ﬁlter used
in paper VI) could make this a useful clinical tool.
6.2 Paper III: Haptic-Guided Seeding of MRA Images for Semi-
Automatic Segmentation
It is difﬁcult to efﬁciently visualize and interact with 3D data. In this paper,
we investigate how stereo graphics and haptics can be combined to facili-
tate the seeding procedure in semi-automatic segmentation of magnetic reso-
nance angiography (MRA) images. Real-time volume rendering using max-
imum intensity projections (MIPs) was implemented together with a haptic
rendering method that provides force feedback based on local gradients and
intensity values (see Fig. 27). This combination allows a user to trace vessels
in the image, guided by haptic feedback. As the amount of resistance from
the device is proportional to image gradient, it is easy to follow a vessel all
the way across the image. This way, a user can place seed points directly in
the 3D data set. We then tested two segmentation algorithms that use the set6.3 Paper IV 59
(a) (b)
Figure 26: A coronary CTA dataset. (a) MIP of the original volume, where
the coronary arteries are completely masked by other, brighter components
in the image. (b) MIP of the segmented right coronary artery.
of seed points as input. The seeding work burden was signiﬁcantly reduced
with the haptics platform. The interface provides an intuitive access to 3D
data and showed the beneﬁts of haptic interaction over conventional input
devices.
6.3 PaperIV:CompensationforGeometricalHardware-Induced
DistortioninContrastEnhancedWhole-BodyMagneticRes-
onance Angiography
Incontrast-enhancedwhole-bodyMagneticResonanceAngiography(MRA),
a patient’s main arterial system can be imaged using an optimized MR se-
quence. This sequence scans the whole volume in about 87 seconds using
only four stations with large FOVs (450mm) and small image overlaps. Us-
age of large FOV introduces signiﬁcant hardware-induced geometrical dis-
tortion to the acquired volume. The purpose of this study was to model this
geometrical distortion and to create a non-linear transformation which com-
pensates for it in post-processing.
A special MRA sequence was used on a 1.5T Philips Gyroscan NT to ac-
quire the volumes. A two-dimensional phantom was constructed and used to
image the distortion from this MRA sequence. Distortion symmetry was as-
sumed in head-feet direction and rotational symmetry was assumed around
the scanners main axis. The phantom was scanned with different orienta-
tions to give all distortion information needed. The geometrical distortion
was compensated for in the four stations and the results were added creating
a distortion compensated whole-body volume. The compensation was tested60 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
Figure 27: Volume rendering with 3D texture mapping. Here, a MIP of the
abdominal vascular system is shown together with the graphical representa-
tion of the PHANTOM stylus.
on both phantom and patient volumes and the results were evaluated both vi-
sually and by extracting statistical information. Geometrical correctness of
phantom volumes were measured by approximating straight lines to phan-
tom rods. In patient volumes, the direction change of arteries was manually
measured on station borders. The image continuity was evaluated visually in
regions close to station borders.
Visual evaluation conﬁrmed an improvement to the geometry of the re-
sulting volumes. The maximum displacement of data was reduced from
16.1mm to 2.1mm when the compensation is performed on a phantom vol-
ume. The mean direction change of arteries over station borders was reduced
from 21.0° to 2.4°. The continuity of the imaged organs was evaluated visu-
ally in regions close to station overlaps and was found to have increased.
Wehaveshownthatitispossibletocompensateforthehardware-induced
geometric distortion in a speciﬁc MRA sequence using a two-dimensional
phantom and symmetry assumptions. The accuracy of the symmetry as-
sumptions is of great importance and was found sufﬁcient for present needs.
However, the assumed rotational symmetry is not ideal, thus using a three-
dimensional phantom with higher precision is recommended for a more ac-
curate result. Compensation for intensity distortions can also be made with
this technique using a phantom. Patient-induced distortions were not com-
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6.4 Paper V: Identiﬁcation of the Main Arterial Branches in
Whole-Body Contrast-Enhanced MRA in Elderly Subjects
Using Limited User Interaction and Fast Marching
As atherosclerosis is a global disease, it becomes interesting to provide clini-
cians with imaging techniques that offer full coverage of the patient’s arterial
system.
In this paper, we suggest a method to extract, from a whole-body CE-
MRA data set, a predeﬁned set of “arteries of interest”. Maximum Intensity
Projections are used as an interface with the 3D volume, to place a series of
landmarks inside the main arteries. The number of landmarks is kept low (36
for a whole-body data set) to reduce interaction time. The location of these
landmarks is determined in advance, in cooperation with angiographers, to
include the arteries with high diagnostic potential. The landmarks also rep-
resent topologically signiﬁcant points in the arterial structure. The original
image is automatically thresholded, providing a rough estimate of the vascu-
lar region. A distance transform of the “vascular object” is computed to build
a volume where high grayscale values will be observed near the center of the
lumen, low grayscale values at the vessel wall, and zero outside vessels. By
taking the inverse of this image, we have a reasonable cost function for a fast
marching algorithm, where it will be fastest to march through vessel voxels
near the lumen center, and almost forbidden to march outside the vessel.
We tested our method on 10 subjects. It was able to build a graph model
of the main arterial branches, and performed well in the presence of vascular
pathologies, such as stenoses and aneurysms. Results were rated by an expe-
rienced radiologist, with an overall success rate of 82%. These rates ranged
from 40% to 100%, showing that some regions, e.g. the vertebral arteries,
were typically more problematic than others.
Toconclude, weshoweditwaspossibletoextractchosenarterialbranches
in 3D whole-body CE-MRA with a moderate amount of interaction, using a
single MIP projection.
6.5 Paper VI: Objective Assessment of Vessel Geometry in 3D
Whole-Body Contrast-Enhanced MRA
The danger of an acute event related to atherosclerosis is not well predicted
by the classical “degree of stenosis” approach, which consists in identifying
the highly stenosed vessels and measuring the luminal diameter reduction.
The “arterial remodeling” model focuses on how vessel geometry and its
changes during the course of atherogenesis inﬂuence blood ﬂow patterns.
Plaque vulnerability is related to wall shear stress, itself related to vessel
tortuosity.
In this paper, we suggest two objective measures of vessel geometry,62 Algorithms for the Analysis of 3D MRA Images
computed from whole-body contrast-enhanced MR angiograms. As in pa-
per V, MIP are used as an interface with the 3D volume, to place a series of
landmarks inside the main arteries. These landmarks constitute the node of
a graph model of the arterial tree. They convey topological and anatomical
information, as they separate the whole tree into segments, in a way simi-
lar to the analysis usually done in clinical practice. A cost function is built
from the image data by computing the response of a vesselness ﬁlter for a
predeﬁned set of scales. Fast marching is then applied in 4D (three spatial di-
mensions and scale) to ﬁnd the shortest path, within the arteries, between the
landmarks. The suggested algorithm is able to handle the anisotropic char-
acter of the 4D hypervolume.Curvature and torsion are then computed using
well-posed differentiation, based on Gaussian scale-space theory. Curvature
is a measure of the rate at which the direction of the local tangent changes,
whereas torsion measures the vessel’s planarity. They are both needed to
describe the 3D nature of the 3D curve.
The values of curvature and torsion along the vessel centreline are dis-
played on a surface rendering of the arterial tree, together with “curvature
indexes” and “torsion indexes”, which summarize the measurements by seg-
ment and for the whole tree.
In conclusion, we showed that it is possible to measure objectively and
withoutsegmentationthegeometryofmainarteriesinwhole-bodyCE-MRA.REFERENCES 63
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